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Multiagent systems have been widely used in appli ations
that are inherently distributed su h as information retrieval, network
diagnosis, and distributed vehi le monitoring. The use of multiple ooperative agents o ers some important advantages (su h as parallelism,
robustness and s alability) for those appli ations. However, the syn hronization of those multiple agents is an important hallenge, spe ially
when they are exe uting on di erent omputers.
In this paper we present a formal des ription of a me hanism based on
deadline ommitments to syn hronize agents in a distributed appli ation.
In our proposal, agents syn hronize themselves rea ting to hanges in the
environment. The proposal onsiders a loose oupling among agents with
the goal of maintaining the autonomy and independen y of the involved
agents.
Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
Multiagent systems have been widely used in appli ations that are inherently
distributed su h as information retrieval [2℄, network diagnosis [1℄, and distributed vehi le monitoring [10, 3, 4, 9℄. The use of multiple ooperative agents o ers
some important advantages (su h as parallelism, robustness and s alability) for
those appli ations. However, the syn hronization of those multiple agents is an
important hallenge, spe ially when they are exe uting on di erent omputers.
The syn hronization te hniques we des ribe in this paper are suitable to
multi-agent appli ations that satisfy the following onditions:
1. The main task is de omposed in several subtasks. That is, an agent is in
harge of performing su h a main task. To a hieve its goal, this agent reates
as many agents as it needs, possibly in di erent omputers. Ea h agent ould
reate its own network of agents to a hieve its own goal, and so on. Thus,
agents are organized in a multi-layered, hierar hi al ar hite ture.
?
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2. Ea h task returns a ertain result. This ould be a simple ag indi ating
su ess or failure, or information obtained from the environment. Agents at
the bottom layer gets information from the environment to perform its tasks.
Agents at an intermediate layer use the results re eived from its reated
agents as an input for their tasks. The pro ess performs re ursively until the
root agent gets the nal result of the main task (that will be shown to the
user or stored for later use).
3. The task must be performed periodi ally, with a ertain exe ution frequen y,
as the result of the task is based on data obtained from a dynami environment, that hanges along time.
In this paper we present a formal des ription of a me hanism based on deadline ommitments to syn hronize agents in a distributed appli ation. In our
proposal, agents syn hronize themselves rea ting to hanges in the environment.
The proposal onsiders a loose oupling among agents with the goal of maintaining the autonomy and independen y of the involved agents. We also explain
how to manage problems due to lo k desyn hronization and network delays,
that ould lead some agents to lose their deadline.
In Se tion 2 and Se tion 3 we explain our syn hronization te hnique based
on the use of deadlines. In Se tion 4 we des ribe how agents de ide when they
have to start their task. In Se tion 5 we des ribe some related work. Finally,
some on lusions and future work are shown in Se tion 6.

2 Dealing with Deadlines
As explained in [6℄, it is ne essary to oordinate the agents in a multi-agent
appli ation in order to avoid the generation of suboptimal solutions, the waste
of omputational/ ommuni ation resour es (due to the generation of redundant,
unneeded or poorly timed results) and, in the worst ase, the failure in getting
a result or getting a wrong result.
We explain in this se tion the basi s of the te hnique we propose to oordinate
agents in a distributed appli ation in an eÆ ient way. The idea is that ea h agent
must provide its reator agent with a result obtained as late as possible (in order
to maximize the novelty of the data it onsiders to get that result) but within
the required time (to return a new result with the required frequen y).
To assure timely ommuni ations, every agent in the network will be asso iated to a ertain deadline that indi ates the time at whi h a new result must be
available to its reator agent. The problem of keeping the nal result up-to-date
an be solved by the network of agents by ommuni ating new results to the
root agent right before a new result for the main task is required.
In Figure 1 we show how agents intera t a ross layers. We fo us on an intermediate agent at layer i, Agenti , reated by a ertain Agenti 1 at layer i 1. We
explain the main steps to onsider in order to manage deadlines: (1) Agenti 1
ommuni ates to Agenti the deadline for layer i; (2) Agenti re eives its deadline
and al ulates the deadline of agents at layer i + 1, by onsidering its own deadline and its estimated task delay; (3) Agenti ommuni ates to agents at layer
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their deadline; (4) Agenti waits until the deadline of layer i + 1 omes (to
meet its own deadline, Agenti has to begin pro essing the re eived results right
after they are obtained from layer i + 1); (5) ea h Agenti+1 sends its result to
Agenti ; (6) Agenti pro esses the re eived results, and (7) Agenti sends its result
to Agenti 1 . Agents at the lowest layer do not re eive results from any agent,
but they obtain data dire tly from the environment.
As mentioned before, every agent adopts a deadline-based approa h to perform its task and ommuni ate its result, instead of a waiting-based approa h
in whi h every agent would wait until it has re eived all the ne essary results
before pro essing them and ommuni ating its own result. We onsider that our
solution has two major advantages:

{ A nal result an be obtained despite partial failures in the system. An agent

an perform its task despite it has not re eived the result from some of its
underlying agents, as using the last re eived result from su h an agent ould
be a suitable approa h in some appli ations.
{ A onsistent snapshot of the environment is onsidered by asso iating ea h
agent with a time instant at whi h its task must nish. In this way, we
syn hronize the moment at whi h results from a ertain layer are obtained.
For example, let us onsider a multiagent appli ation whose goal is to get
the average temperature of a ampus by averaging temperatures obtained
by agents lo ated in di erent buildings. If a waiting-based approa h is used,
we ould, for example, get a temperature of 20 degrees that never happened
before, be ause we ould average temperatures measured at di erent time
instants. In general, using a waiting-based approa h it would be diÆ ult that

all the involved agents get their data within the same small time window (to
get a onsistent result).
To al ulate deadlines, every agent must be aware of the time it needs to
perform its tasks. The di erent types of delays in whi h an agent in urs are
given by De nition 1 and De nition 2.

De nition 1. We all task delay of an agent

x at layer i reated by a ertain
agent y at layer i 1, to the time it spends performing the task of pro essing the
results re eived from its underlying agents and ommuni ating its own result to
its reator agent:
taskDelayxi

= pro

essDelayxi

+ resCommDelayyxii 1

De nition 2. We all deadline hange delay of an agent x at layer i that reates several agents z at layer i + 1, to the time it spends performing the tasks it
must do when there is a hange in its delays; these tasks are the estimation of a
new deadline for agents z and the ommuni ation of this deadline to agents z :
deadlineChangeDelayxi

= estimationDelayxi + deadlineCommDelayzxii+1

Agents at the same layer an have di erent delays be ause they an exe ute
on di erent omputers. Besides, the delays an hange along time: ommuni ation tasks an be ome more or less time expensive (as the size of the results to
transmit an vary, the network load an hange, et .) and the time needed to
perform the pro essing of results an also hange (it ould depend on the size
of the results to pro ess and even on its values). Thus, agents will keep tra k
of the delays in whi h they in ur in order to be able to estimate future delays.
Based on its estimated delays, an agent will obtain the deadline of its underlying
d xi ) to denote
agents. In the following, we will use the b symbol (e.g., taskDelay
estimations of values.

De nition 3. We all absolute deadline of an agent y at layer i + 1 to the time
instant at whi h it should have made its result available to its reator agent x at
layer i. It is given by:
absDeadlineyi+1

= absDeadlinexi

d xi
taskDelay

As agents in a multiagent system ould exe ute on di erent omputers1 ,
dealing with absolute deadlines would require to keep the internal lo ks of these
omputers syn hronized. We onsider that this is a very strong requirement,
diÆ ult to a hieve in heterogeneous environments, spe ially when some of the
omputers to syn hronize are wireless- onne ted. In the following, we will use
a supers ript like xi to indi ate that a ertain time instant is measured with
regard to the omputer lo k where a ertain agent x (at layer i) resides.
1

Even they ould move among omputers, if they are mobile agents.

De nition 4. The lo k shift or desyn hronization between the lo ks of the
omputers where agents x (at layer i) and agent
ertain time instant t, is given by:

i
shif tClo kyx
j

= txi

y

(at layer j ) reside, at a

tyj

Just a slight lo k shift will make some agents to miss their deadlines, as they
try to do their tasks as late as possible to maximize the novelty of the data they
use in their tasks. Consequently, deadlines ommuni ated among layers must be
relative (e.g., \I want your result in ten se onds") rather than absolute (e.g., \I
want your result ready at 13:05:20"). An agent al ulates the relative deadline
of its underlying agents as indi ated in De nition 5

De nition 5. We all relative deadline of a ertain agent y at layer i + 1 to the
time interval that will remain before the next absolute deadline of y omes on e
it re eives this (relative) deadline from its reator agent x at layer i. It is given
by:
relDeadlineyi+1

i
xi
= absDeadlineyx
tDeadlineEstx
i+1
i
d
deadlineChangeDelay
xi

where tDeadlineEstxi denotes the time instant at whi h agent
starts estimating the relative deadline of its underlying agents.

x

(at layer i)

3 Obtaining Absolute Deadlines from Relative Deadlines
As we have seen, deadlines are ommuni ated in a relative manner. An agent
will transform the relative deadline it re eives into an absolute deadline in order
to know the time instant at whi h it must nish its task. The transformation is
performed as indi ated in De nition 6.

De nition 6. We all absolute deadline estimation to the way in whi h an agent

(at layer i + 1) estimates its own absolute deadline from the relative deadline
that it re eives:

y

d yi+1
absDeadlineyi+1

i+1
= tDeadlineRe yy
i+1 + relDeadlineyi+1

where tDeadlineRe yi+1 denotes the time instant at whi h agent
i + 1) re eives its relative deadline from its reator agent.

y

(at layer

In Corollary 1 we prove that the formula given in De nition 6 is a good
estimation of the absolute deadline of an agent.

Theorem 1. The error in the absolute deadline onsidered by a ertain agent
equals the error ommitted by its reator agent when it estimated its deadline
hange delay.

Proof. We will onsider an agent y (at layer i +1) reated by a ertain agent x (at
layer i). A ording to De nition 5, the relative deadline of agent y is al ulated
by agent x at time instant tDeadlineEst, as follows:
relDeadlineyi+1

i
xi
= absDeadlineyx
tDeadlineEstx
i+1
i
d
deadlineChangeDelay
xi

A ording to De nition 4, we have:
yi+1
tDeadlineRe yi+1

i + shif tClo
= tDeadlineRe yx
i+1

yi+1
kxi

The previous equality an be further de omposed by onsidering that agent
re eives its new relative deadline after x has estimated su h deadline and
ommuni ated it to y , that is:

y

i
tDeadlineRe yx
i+1

i + deadlineChangeDelayxi
= tDeadlineEstxx
i

By De nition 4, we have:
yi+1
absDeadlineyi+1

i + shif tClo
= absDeadlineyx
i+1

yi+1
kxi

By using the previous equalities in De nition 6, we obtain:
d yi+1
absDeadlineyi+1

i+1
= absDeadlineyy
i+1+
(deadlineChangeDelayxi

d
deadlineChangeDelay
xi)
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Corollary 1. The absolute deadline estimation given by De nition 6 is a pre ise

estimation of the absolute deadline of an agent (given by De nition 3), assuming
that a pre ise estimation of the deadline hange delay is provided.
Proof. By hypothesis, it holds that
deadlineChangeDelayxi

d
= deadlineChangeDelay
xi

Thus, from Theorem 1:
d yi+1
absDeadlineyi+1

i+1
= absDeadlineyy
i+1
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4 Waiting the Deadline
We explain in this se tion how an agent determines how mu h time it has to
wait before performing its tasks.

De nition 7. We de ne the spare time of an agent

y (at layer i + 1) at time
instant t as the time interval that the agent will wait before performing its tasks.
It is given by:
spareT imetyi+1

i+1
= absDeadlineyy
i+1

yi+1
tyi+1

taskDelayyi+1

De nition 8. We all task nalization time to the time instant at whi h an
agent nishes its tasks (in a ertain refreshment period), a ording to the omputer lo k where su h an agent resides. If an agent y (at layer i + 1) waits T
i+1
time units after time instant tyy
i+1 before performing its tasks, it holds:
yi+1
tEndT askyi+1

i+1
= tyy
i+1 + T + taskDelayyi+1

Proposition 1. At time instant t, the maximum time interval that an agent y
(at layer i + 1) an wait at time instant t before performing its task is given by
spareT imetyi+1 (see De nition 7).
i+1
Proof. Let us assume that at instant tyy
i+1 the agent y waits T time units before
performing its task. From De nition 7, we have:
yi+1
absDeadlineyi+1

i+1
t
= tyy
i+1 + spareT imeyi+1 + taskDelayyi+1

A ording to De nition 8, it holds:
yi+1
tEndT askyi+1

i+1
= tyy
i+1 + T + taskDelayyi+1

To keep the agent from missing its deadline, it must hold:
yi+1
yi+1
tEndT askyi+1 <= absDeadlineyi+1
T
spareT imetyi+1



()
2

Corollary 2. At time instant t, an agent y (at layer i + 1) must wait
spareT imetyi+1 (as de ned in De nition 7) before performing its tasks.
Proof. In order to onsider data as new as possible, the agent must perform
its task as late as possible. A ording to Proposition 1, the maximum amount
of time that agent y an wait at time instant t before performing its tasks is
spareT imetyi+1 . Consequently, that is exa tly the time interval that the agent
should wait.
2

De nition 9. We de ne the estimated spare time of an agent y (at layer i + 1)
at time instant t as follows:
spareTd
imetyi+1

i+1
= absDeadlineyy
i+1

yi+1
tyi+1

d yi+1
taskDelay

spareTd
imetyi+1 (given by De nition 9) is a
t
spareT imeyi+1 (given by De nition 7), assuming that a

Theorem 2. The value of

approximation to
estimation of the task delay is provided.

good
good

Proof. A good estimation of delays implies that:

jtaskDelayyi+1

j

d yi+1 < 
taskDelay

for a small value of .
From De nition 7 and De nition 9, we have:

jspareTd
imetyi+1

spareT imetyi+1

j = jtaskDelayyi+1

d yi+1
taskDelay

j

Therefore:

jspareTd
imetyi+1

j

spareT imetyi+1 < 

2
Proposition 2. The estimation of delays must be pessimisti for the al ulation

of the estimated spare time of an agent, as otherwise an agent ould miss its
deadline.
Proof. Let us onsider an agent y at layer i + 1. A ording to De nition 8,
and assuming that the agent waits its estimated spare time (as indi ated by
Corollary 2), it holds:
yi+1
tEndT askyi+1

i+1
d t
= tyy
i+1 + spareT imeyi+1 + taskDelayyi+1

From De nition 9, we have:
yi+1
absDeadlineyi+1

i+1
d t
d yi+1
= tyy
i+1 + spareT imeyi+1 + taskDelay

The agent will not miss its deadline i :
yi+1
tEndT askyi+1

d yi+1
 absDeadlineyyii+1
+1 () taskDelayyi+1  taskDelay
2

Thus, an agent waits its spare time (estimated by the agent as shown in
De nition 9) before performing its task. To avoid that a slight in rease in the
estimated delays makes an agent to miss its deadline, the agent ould wait something less than what its estimated spare time indi ates.
In Theorem 3 we prove that an agent should start pro essing the re eived
results on the arrival of these results from its underlying agents. This is due to
the fa t that every agent performs its task as late as possible.

Theorem 3. The time instant at whi h an agent
equals the deadline of its underlying agents

y

x (at layer i) starts its task
(at layer i + 1).

Proof. Agent x starts its task after waiting its estimated spare time on e it
knows whi h its next deadline is, that is:
xi
tStartT askxi

i + spareT
d
= tDeadlineRe xx
imexi
i

where, for the sake of readability, we have omitted the supers ript for the spare
time.
i,
Using the formula given in De nition 9 with time instant tDeadlineRe xx
i
we get:
xi
tStartT askxi

i
= absDeadlinexx
i

d xi
taskDelay

i
= absDeadlineyx
i+1
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5 Related Work
In [10, 9℄ a network of distributed sensors is used to tra k the lo ation of moving
obje ts by triangulating measures from three or more sensors. It is ne essary
that the measures obtained to triangulate a moving obje t's lo ation refer to
(approximately) the same (as re ent as possible) time instant. They propose, as
we do, an approa h based on deadline ommitments to reevaluate periodi ally
the lo ation. Although they mention the problem that would suppose to have
desyn hronized omputers, no solution is proposed. Nevertheless, they ta kle
the problem in a more generi way, as negotiation among agents is onsidered
instead of having agents with xed roles.
In [7, 8℄, mobile agents are proposed as a me hanism to perform data integration in a distributed sensor network in an eÆ ient way. However, as far as we
know, they do not propose a me hanism to assure that the measures that they
are integrating refer to (approximately) the same time instant.

6 Con lusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have provided a formal des ription of a me hanism based on
deadline ommitments to syn hronize agents in a distributed appli ation. The
main features of our approa h are the following:

{ Agents adapt themselves to hanges in the environment ( hanges in network
or pro essing delays).

{ A loose oupling among agents is onsidered, allowing them to work in an
asyn hronous and independent way.

{ The system ould work even when some agents in the system annot do their
tasks in time.

{ Every agent performs its task as late as possible in order to onsider data as
re ent as possible.

As future work, we plan to analyze how to deal with situations where the
required exe ution frequen y annot be a hieved. Some preliminary work for a
spe i appli ation (a lo ation-dependent query pro essor) is shown in [5℄. We
plan to study how to make good estimations of parameters su h as the network
delays by using past measured values.
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